PermaStruct® FRP Care Guide
PermaStruct® recommend you use the following methods to clean and
care for your PermaStruct® FRP products.
Please Note: With any cleaning product used, test it on a small inconspicuous area first and
always follow the manufacturers instructions. DO NOT use bleach, as it will lighten the product.

Frequency

PermaStruct® recommend to clean weekly or on a regular
schedule to avoid any build up of soil or dirt. This can be done
with a pressure washer.

General Dirt and Debris

Use warm soapy water or an Alkaline Detergent Solution and
scrub with a medium bristle brush to clean dirt and debris
from grooves / contours. Finish off by using a
pressure washer to remove any more stubborn stains.

Oil / Grease / Food / Drink

If something is spilt on PermaStruct® FRP, remove and mop
as soon as possible. If required, spray with a hose / pressure
washer or use warm soapy water and a medium bristle brush.

Ice and Snow

Simply use a broom to remove any snow. If there is any
remaining frozen precipitation / ice that requires melting, use
Rock Salts or Calcium Chloride.

Rust Stains and Engrained Dirt

Cleaning products containing Oxalic or Phosphoric Acid can
be used. Apply Oxalic Acid neatly with a brush directly to the
effected area. Leave for 10 to 15 minutes and then wash off
with a Pressure Washer. DO NOT use bleach as this will lighten
the product.

Mould and Mildew

Mould and mildew can grow on surface residue that has been
left. To remove, mop as soon as possible and if required use
warm soapy water with a medium bristle brush or hose with a
pressure washer.

Marking for Cutting

Always use non-permanent markers such as baby powder,
dust-off marking chalk or plum line whenever possible.
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